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Supply list for Intro to Watercolor: Spontaneity and Control 
Jane Goldman 
  
You don't have to follow this list to the letter. I prefer to work with pigment from tubes, 
but if you have dry pigments in pans and want to use them, go ahead. Student grade 
watercolors are not recommended, as inferior products will give you, through no fault of 
your own, inferior results. As you gain experience with this fundamental palette, add 
more colors. Recommended brands are Daniel Smith, Windsor & Newton, Blick, Holbein.  
Tell me if you are using something else you like. 
  
Watercolor paints  
I use 14 ml. tubes. If you are testing the waters of this medium, feel free to get a set of 5 
ml. tubes. Blick offers several brands that retail around $50. If you have pigments on 
hand, feel free to use them. 
 
The following 10 colors are a good basic palette: 
Transparent Yellow  
Quinacridone Gold or New Gamboge  
Cadmium Scarlet or Vermilion 
Alizarin Crimson or Carmine or Quinacridone Rose 
Cadmium Red or Quinacridone Red 
Ultramarine Blue or French Ultramarine 
Prussian or Thalo Blue 
Cobalt Blue  
Burnt Sienna  
Raw Umber 
  
Add these pigments to the basic palette if desired:
Sap Green 
Davy’s Gray 
Payne’s Gray or Neutral Tint (tends toward warmer neutral) 
Lamp Black  
 
Brushes 
You need two to four basic brushes. If you're convinced you want to continue painting 
watercolors, get the best brushes you can afford. Nylon brushes are inexpensive. Animal 
hair brushes are expensive. 
 
1. A #12 round brush (is pointed). Big variance in price.  
2. A medium-size #5-#7 round brush. Big variance in price. 
3. A mop-holds lots of water. 
4. A wash (flat) brush, 2” or larger. (optional) 
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Paper 
Four sheets of 22” x 30” 140 lb Cold Press Arches watercolor paper. Full sheets can be torn 
down e.g. tear a 22” x 30” sheet into four 11” x 15” sheets. 
Inexpensive watercolor block or pad (eg Strathmore.) 
 
Mixing trays/Palette 
Large plastic rectangular palette with wells for paint eg. John Pike palette. Inexpensive white or 
clear plastic is fine (flat tops of takeout containers are very useful.) If using clear plastic, put a 
sheet of white paper undernearth. 
 
Water receptacles 
Two or more, good size. Plastic muffin pans also work well. 
 
Sketching materials  
Sketchbook, pencil, sharpener, kneaded eraser 
 
Other 
Roll of paper towels 
 
 
 


